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The method of analysis for the deployment dynamics of a large
surface in orbit and on a test stand was developed and programmed for the
IBM IBSYS system. Stiffness matrices were generated for forty-six (_6)
deployment stages of the large surface on a special plane structures
program capable of accounting for scissor type joints.
Several deployment dynamics runs were performed. Results from
these runs indicate fair correlation of the first panel rotation with
the observed first panel rotation during the PEGASUS "A" flight.
The stress levels found in the scissor links in all runs
performed up to this date are relatively low and indicate that the typical
wing structure utilized for the analysis is adequate for the deployment
during a 6°/sec rigid body rotation of the wing carrying vehicle.
Additional runs are suggested for further clarification of the
effects of: a) motor torque characteristics, b) initial cinching strain
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Introduction
The method developed for the analysis of the deployment dynamics
of a large surface in orbit and on the test stand is outlined in detail
in Sections 1 and 2 of this report. The detailed derivation of the
equations is given in Appendix A.
Section 3 gives a brief discussion of the input data. Section
is devoted to the discussion of the deployment analysis results based on
the computer runs performed up to this date. Sections 5 of the basic
report and the Appendix A indicate the modifications to the equations and
input data required for the analysis of operation on the test stand.
The computer programs, compatible with the IBM709_ II, IBSYS
System, installed at the Computation Laboratory, NASA,GeorgeC. Marshall
Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama, have been delivered to the
Electromechanical Engineering Branch, Astrio_ics Division. Mr. D. Counter,
i
of R-ASTR-M, is familiar with the input format as well as the overall
design and operation of the computer programs. There are three separate
programs. The first program (MTEST) prepares the kinematic configuration
data for the second program. The second program (STRUC) generates the
structural stiffness matrix and punches it on cards. This is essentially
a plane structures program suitably modified to account for scissor type
joints. The third program (DYNA) performs the actual dynamic analysis of
the deployment, produces printed output such as shown in Appendix B, and
6_,_......_es* _..__....+ +°_°_ oui+ab7 o e_ o=_I__.... output, _e,h _s given in
Appendix C, on GD S-C_020 computer.
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i. Mathematical Model
The dynamic analysis of the wing is based on the mathematical
model consisting of the six (6) mass points representing the six panels
and the three (3) mass points representing the rotatory inertia of the
first half panel, mass point 7, Fig. l, the scissor driving link at point
A, mass point 8, Fig. l, the rotating parts of the torque shaft including
the gear box, and the electric motor and brake, mass point 9, Fig. 1.
Each of the six mass points associated with the panels is allowed three
elastic degrees of freedom: stretching along the wing axis in the direction
of the unit vector n2 , transverse deflection in the direction of the unit
vector n3 , and rotation about the axis parallel to the unit vector n 2 .
An additional degree of freedom is that of the rigid body deployment and is
incorporated in the mathematical model by allowing free variation of the
angle of rotation, @, of the first panel, Fig. 1.
The vehicle carrying the wing is allowed any prescribed combination
of linear and angular rigid body motion. It is assumed, however, that the de-
ployment of the wing does not affect the prescribed rigid body motion, i.e.
the rigid body motion of the vehicle is a known function of time.
The stiffness of the wing is derived from the plane structure
formed by the scissor links and the side members of the panels. This model
L
was adopted after thorough examination of the wing structure from the point
of view of its stiffness as related to the degrees of elastic freedom con-
sidered in the mathematical model. Another consideration weighing heavily
on the selection of the plane structural mathematical model was the relative
complexity of a true three-dimensional model. For the plane structure, an
existing computer program could be used with relatively minor changes. In order
to account for the flexibility of the torque shaft and the chain of driving
elements up to and including the brakes, an elastic foundation with respect
to rotation was introduced at point B, Fig. 1. The capability to include
scissor type joints with common degrees of freedom for linear motion, but


























resenting each of the scissor-panel joints with two Joints. During the process
of the analysis, the stiffness matrix was formed for all joints (31 joints) and
then modified to force these Joints to perform common linear motion, but to allow
independent rotation. Note further that the mathematical model for the dynamic
analysis calls for variable stiffness coefficients, corresponding to various
degrees of the deployment. This is accomplished by assuming that the structural
stiffness is governed only by the rigid configuration as dictated by the kine-
matics of the mechanism for a given angle @ .
2. Method of Analysis
The method of analysis is based on the direct numerical integration
"of the equations of motion. The equations of motion are derived by use of
Lagrange's equations. The dependent variables are the nineteen (19) degrees
of freedom considered in the mathematical model: eighteen (18) elastic and
one rigid body deployment degree of freedom. The driving forces considered in
the system are those due to the panel springs, initial cinching of the wing
structure, and the torque developed by the electric motor. Other forces act-
ing on the structure are those due to the friction in the panel joints, brake
torque, and for the configuration on the test stand, the integrated friction
force obtained by actual measurements of a typical real wing structure
(see Section 5, Appendix A).
Appendix A.
non-linear simultaneous differential equations to be solved.
Yi = Fi-B'CI (i=I,12)
: c
J
The detailed derivation of the governing equations is given in the
Equa÷.inn A.44 _-_ ÷.hAf4nal form. of the _y_+.em of _4_s÷.-_
(j=14,19)
(k=l,19)Yk+19 = Yk
_39 = I (i)
coefficients at various degrees of deployment, motor torque data as a
function of the torque shaft angular velocity, and other pertinent
information required for the integration. All of this information is printed
on the first three pages of the typical output, Appendix B. Note that the
motor and brake torque were supplied as a defined function. During the
course of the analysis the motor and brake torque function proved to be the
major factor determining the behavior of the structure during the deployment.
Torque functions corresponding to Figures 2, 3, and A were used for different
runs.
3. Results of the Deployment Analysis
The deployment analysis results available at this time are those
for the deployment in space only. The mathematical model and, consequently,
the computer program are designed to perform the analysis of the deployment
on the test stand (see Section 5, Appendix A) also; but, due to the lack of
basic input data, no computer runs have been performed up to the present
time. It is expected that such runs can be performed in the near future.
A number of runs were performed before the capability of plotting the resul_s
had been incorporated. These runs generally served the purpose of establis_ng
the effect of each of the individual driving forces on the dynamics of the
deployment.
Series of runs listed in Table 1 were performed after the plotting
• _ _°_ plot _ecapability had been incorporated In ._ program. Je.... s v.
displacements and velocities of mass points, first panel and torque shaft
rotation, motor torque, structure induced torque on the torque shaft, strain
ener_v in structure, and total energy in system are included in Appendix C.
The strain energy in structure plot was utilized to determine the
time at which maximum stresses occurred. The resultant schemes in scissor
bars are summarized in Table 2. The stresses in the panel frame side
members were found to be considerably lower and are not recorded here.
As it is seen from Table 2, the highest stressed scissor link is
bar 25, Figure 1. The high stress occurs during the 6°/sec roll (rigid body
rotation of the vehicle about axis parallel to axis l, Fig. 1), before the
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impact which occurs at the end of the rigid deployment motion. Stresses
after the impact were not evaluated for this run. Similar stresses,
however, were evaluated for runs 5021 and 5022. The strain energy levels
in the structure are shown on pages 5020-]]+, 5021-2_, and 5022-3_,
Appendix C. As it is noted from these pages, the strain energy in the
structure was considerably higher during the initial phase of the deployment.
The integration was monitored by comparing the strain energy in the structure
at each integration step to a specified value (500 in-lb during these runs).
_^_henthe specified value was exceeded, the integration was stopped and the
results plotted. This occurred, for example, during run 6739, before the
completion of the deployment. Additional monitoring of the integration was
a check of the positive definiteness of the stiffness matrix at each step
of the integration. The loss of the positive definite character of the
stiffness matrix brought a breakdown of the integration stability with it.
The initial stiffness matrix was derived from only four data points by
polynomial interpolation. While at each of these four data points the
stiffness matrix had been evaluated using the modified computer program
and was positive definite, the interpolated matrices at the beginning of
the deployment range were in general not positive definite. This caused
the structure to act as a negative spring and the integration diverged very
rapidly.
After examining the character of the variation of the stiffness
properties of the wing structure, it was found necessary to increase the
number of data points to forty-six (_6). Using these data points and a
Lagrangean three point interpolation, it was found that the interpolated
stiffness matrices maintained their positive definite character. The
structural stiffness matrices were plotted, and a typical set (corresponding
to the first three rows of the stiffness matrix) is shown in pages 56 to 8_ of
Appendix Co Note from these plots that the elastic behavior of the wing struc-
ture can be subdivided into three distinctly different regions: a) fully
retracted, b) intermediate, and c) fully deployed. The variation of the stiff-
ness within the ranges (a) and (c) above is very large and, in order to retain
the positive definite character, many data points were required in these ranges.
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Table 1
LIST OF COMPLETE COMPUTER RUNS FOR DEPLOYMENT DYNAMICS
Rigid Body Rotation of
the Vehicle Torque Deployment
Run Degree s/S ec Curve Time
No. Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis3 Figure No. Prepack. Sec.
_560 0 0 0 2 zero 35.8
5020 6 0 0 2 zero 32.0
5021 0 0 6 2 zere 33 •2
5022 0 6 0 2 zero 36.2
6739 0 0 6 3 zero -
•6710 0 0 0 3 zero 21.O
9828 0 0 0 _ zero 23 ._
Table 2
STRESSES IN SCISSOR_ BARS, PSI
Scissor
No. Run No. [;020
Fig.1 Before Impaot AfterImpact
6 405 1,o70 750
9 5,o15 2,770 2,645
15 3,_0 5,030 1,525
17 15,45o 7,220 6,71o
23 ^ -(^ o ham _ _,'.tn
_) ,J. OU 2 ,_/v i ,.j_
25 18,o45 7,_0 3,050
Run No. _022 Run No. _021








The deployment time indicated by the runs listed in Table 1 is
in the range of 21 to 36 seconds. These runs differ from each other mainly
with the type of motor and brake torque function employed. The variation
of the vehicle rigid body motion from zero to 6°/sec in roll and yaw
(axis 1 and 3) reduced the deployment time by approximately 3 to _ seconds.
Changes in the motor and brake torque characteristic, however, changed
the deployment time by as much as 15 seconds.
During the initial deployment period, high oversynchronous
speed was imposed by the driving forces of the system, causing (see Fig. 2)
high braking torques to be introduced by the motor. This caused a considerable
slow down of the motion. Because the resultant high braking torque seemed
physically unrealizable, the motor and brake torque characteristic was
changed to that shown in Figure 2. This limited asymptotically the torque
at oversynchronous speeds to the nominal torque of the motor and brake.
Runs 6739 and 67&0 were performed using the torque characteristics of
Figure 3. Since the braking torque was reduced considerably, the deployment
was very fast. In the case of the vehicle rigid body motion (run 6739),
the strain energy in structure exceeded the limit specified (500 inLlb)
for automatic discontinuation of integration. In run 67_O, with no rigid
body motion, deployment proceeded very fast (torque function curve of
Figure 3 was used) to completion in 21 seconds. At certain times of the
deployment, the direction of rotation of the motor was reversed, and,
following the straight line branch of the torque function, Figure 3, driving
torque in excess of the locked-in torque of the motor was applied to the
structure. This condition was rectified for run 9828, where the negative
velocity branch of the torque curve was bounded by a straight line as shown
in Figure 4. The deployment time was increased by about 2._ seconds.
The experimentation with various torque functions was necessary
inasmuch as no actual data from a typical drive unit could be obtained
experimentally. In the normal speed range, the straight line characteristic
of the motor and brake is satisfactory, but the behavior during the
oversynchronous and reversed speed operations indicated by Figures 2 to
represent only rough estimates.
All of the runs listed in Table 1 were performed with no prepack
strain energy in the structure. This condition was generated by an error







Fig. _ • Torque Function
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in the input data and was discovered only during the final evaluation.
Runs with prepack active, however, were performed before the plotting
capability was incorporated in the computer program. The results from these
runs indicated very large braking torques generated during the first few
seconds of the wing deployment. Total strain energy in the structure,
however, did not differ significantly from that recorded during the runs
listed in Table 1.
The degree of correlation of the analysis results for run _560
with the data collected during the PEGASUS "A" launching is shown in
Figure 5. The plotted curves represent the rigid and the elastic rotations
of the first half panel (mass point 7) versus time. Circles represent the
0data collected from the PEGASUS "A" flight as reduced from the film.
Triangles represent the telemetry data. Slower calculated deployment can
be accounted for by the absence of the prepack strain energy in this run.
In general, however, the agreement between this run and the observed
behaviour is fair.
In view of the importance of the torque function on the deployment
process, it appears that for a better correlation of the analysis results
with the actual flight data, input quantities representing the actual
conditions more accurately are required.
A more complex mathematical model may be suggested, such as, for
example, that which could be obtained by adding the elastic torque shaft
rotation as a degree of elastic freedom. This, however, would not necessarily
yield better correlation if the basic input quantities were not improved.
Examination of the results plotted in Appendix C indicates that
the dynamic behaviour of the wing is consistent with its stiffness properties.
Thus, from page 56, Appendix C, increase of the stiffness coefficient _,l
(typical for all mass points) is noted as the deployment angle increases
from 1.1 to 1.55. Corresponding to this, the curves on pages _560-1, 5020-7,
5021-16 and 5022-26 indicate the increase of the frequency of the elastic
oscillations along the axis 2. This is observed from the intersection of
the elastic deformation and rigid deployment curves. Similar observations
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" Fig. 5 - Correlation with Flight Results
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The quantities forming Equation i are defined in Appendix A (see Eqs. A.%5
to A._9, for the deployment in space, and in Section 5, Appendix A, for the
deployment on test stand). These equations were derived by solving the
coupled system for the second derivatives of the dependent variables and
introducing additional dependent variables to reduce the system of second-
order differential equations to a system of first-order differential
equations.
Y39 represents the time and was integrated simultaneously using
the same numerical scheme. Numerical integration was performed using the
Runge-Kutta fourth-order method. Runs performed with different time step
sizes indicated that an initial time step equal to .OO1 seconds was
satisfactory for the integration during the action of the cinching preload.
After the cinching strain energy was released, the time step could be raised
to .003 seconds. Reduction of the time step by a factor of lO was introduced
from the time that full deployment impact took place. The above numbers were
established by performing several runs with different time steps and cc_paring
the results.
The results of the analysis were arranged to be presented in both
tabular and graphical forms. The typical tabular form is given in Appendix B.
Graphical representation was achieved by utilizing the plotting facility of
the Computation Laboratory at NASA, MSFC, Huntsville. Typical plots are
shown in Appendix C. The computer time required for one integration step
ranged from 0.35 to 0.38 seconds on the IBM 709_, Model II, (Computation
Laboratory, NASA, MSFC, Huntsville, Alabama) depending on the frequency of
^^th
printing results. On the average, a complete deployment, with every ±uu
step printed and approximately 800 points plotted on thirty-eight (38)
separate graphs, required about 72 minutes on the IBM 709_ II computer.
_. Input Data
The input data consist of the dimensions of various structural
members, mass distribution relative to the degrees of freedom considered,
various spring constants, cinching strain energy (expressed by the
prepack stiffness coefficient), friction data, structural stiffness
- 12 -
The frequencies observed in actual flight and those found on page 5020-12
are of the sameorder of magnitude.
Similarly, page 68, Appendix C, indicates a decreasing value of
k2, 2 (stiffness coefficient for elastic deformation transverse to the wing
plane). This represents a case for which the frequency of vibration is
expected to decrease and the amplitude is expected to increase with the
deployment of the wing. Behaviour of this type is clearly indicated in
the corresponding elastic motion shownon pages _560-2, 5020-8, 5021-17,
and 5022-27, Appendix C.
A condition identical to that above exists for the twisting
stiffness k_,3, page 79, Appendix C. Decreasing frequency and increasing
amplitude are clearly indicated on page 6739-39, Appendix C.
The properties of the solution indicated above are typical for a
nonlinear system. These and the fact that the test runs performed with
different step sizes produced identical results, indicate that the computer
program is generating a valid solution. Only a fair correlation with the
actual flight test is attributed to the approximate knowledge of the
actual input quantities. In particular, the input quantities describing
the actual torque characteristics are not knownfor the complete range of
operation, and the total strain energy due to the initial cinching can only
be bounded approximately. Since, however, the solution offered by the
computer program is exact for the mathematical model described in Section l,
it appears that by performing few additional runs, more useful information
can be gathered.
5. Analysis of the Dynamics of the Deployment of
Large Surface on the Test Stand
The modifications to the mathematical model required for the
analysis of the configuration on the test stand are given in detail in
Section 5, Appendix A. No computer runs have been performed up to the
present time. Proper input data, however, are expected shortly, and it
is anticipated that the run will be performed within the next two months.
-13-
6. Additional Computer Runs
There is no limit to the number of the desired computer runs from
the academic point of view. The problem is very complicated and each
solution brings out some features of the behaviour of the nonlinear system
whose configuration is changed in the process. From the practical point
of view, the purpose of the present solution is only to predict the
reliability of the deployment of the wing in orbit. Presently available
anal_ical results indicate, that the structure is adequate from the
point of view of the stresses for the specified rigid body motion of the
vehicle during the deployment. Furthermore, actual films and telemetry
data obtained from the successful flights of PEGASUS '_" and "B" confirm
these findings. Accordingly, only a few additional computer runs, listed




of the Vehicle Torque
Run Degrees/Set Curve
No. Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3 Fig. No. e k Friction
-__ ______ _ P .. p
1 0 0 0 Special .03&&16 .8833 x lO 8 Special
Included
2 6 0 0 1 ..... _ _ _ lO 8
.v_o .o83_ x Included
3 6 0 0 A .03_16 .8833 x lO 8 Included
Preoack Data
Run 1 represents the configuration on test stand, run 2 is essentially
equivalent to run 5020 except for the prepack conditions, and, finally,
run 3 is suggested for a torque function to be derived from the results
obtained during the previous runs.
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i. EQUATIONSOFMOTIONOF THEDEPLOYMENTOFLARGESURFACESIN ORBIT
i.i Introduction
The large surface, called a wing in the following, will be
represented by nine (9) mass points. Six of these mass points will be
allowed three elastic degrees of freedom, in addition to the rigid body
degrees of freedom. Thus, Figure A-1the mass points 1 through 6, representing
the lumpedmassesof the panels and scissor links will be allowed to deform
elastically along the directions indicated by the unit vectors _2 and
as well as subjected to twisting around the axis parallel to the unit
vector _2" Mass points 7 through 9 will only participate in the rigid
body motion of the deployment and of the vehicle. Backlash in the scissor
and panel hinges will be assumedequal to zero. Rotating inertia of the
massesassociated with the drive motor, gear box, brakes, and other
rotating parts will be reduced to the torque shaft, point B, Figure A-1.
The stiffness matrixassociated with allowed elastic degrees of
freedom will be evaluated under the consideration of the scissors and the
side bars of the panel framing. Rigid body deployment motionwill be
described by considering the angle e as a generalized coordinate, Figures A-1.
Governing differential equations will be derived b_ using Lagrangian
equations
d 8T 8T 8V
+_=G.




T - kinetic energy
V - strain energy
gi - generalized coordinate
Fi - generalized force associatedwith the generalized
coordinate qi.



















Kinetic energy of the wing is computed considering the translatory
and rotatory kinetic energies associated with the deployment motion
9
T ½ _ (Mi_i _i + R_i _i _".... wi) A.2
i=l
where
M. - mass associated with the mass point i.
i
_.- velocity of mass point i in the Newtonian reference frame R.
i
R
wi- angular velocity of the mass i in the Newtonian reference
frame R.
_i - dyadic form of the second order inertia tensor for the
mass i.
Denoting the mass point position in the Newtonian reference frame
by _i' we have







(e) indicates the displacement of the mass point i in
the direction parallel to the unit vector n2,
Fig.A.l, caused by the rigid body deployment of
the wing.
(8) ibid., in the direction parallel to the unit vector n3
Fig. A.I.
= qi (t) elastic deformation with respect to the reference
frame fixed in vehicle, as identified by the unit
vectors ni (i = _ _ o)
Velocity of the mass point i is
V ..@
-  Zn3)
_i=_t - d-E-+ x [si n2+ zi% +qi]+\58 _2+_ " _+ d--_-
A.4
A3
where the left superscript denotes the reference frame in which the
differentiation has to be performed and the dot over a quantity denotes the
time derivative.
Consistent with the assumption outlined in the Introduction, the
angular velocity of the mass point i is found from the equation
RV -_ RV-_R i = (R + _i) %+ ( w2 + _2i ) n2 + w3 5 A.5
Writing
Rd_ O __ ._ ._
d-'_-= VIO nl + V20 n2 + V30 A.6
and utilizing Equations 5 and 6, the final expression for the velocity of
the mass i is found to be
RV RV -_
RV. _-[Vl0+ 2 +l (zi q3i ) - _13 (si + q2i )] nl
R V ) + s. 8+ _2i_ n2+ _20- u_ (zi+ q3i I
+ [V30 + R (si+ q2i ) + zi e + _3i _ n3 A.7
where the prime over the quantity denotes the partial derivative with respect
to the rigid deployment angle e. q2i and q3i are the elastic displacements
of the mass point i in the directions parallel to the unit vectors n2 and
_3' respectively.
Considering the body axes parallel to the unit vectors _i' Fig. A.1,
the diadic form of the inertia tensor can be written as the summation
3 3




_k_ are the components of the inertia tensor of the mass i
referred to the body axes _i (i = 1,2,3), Fig. A.1.
-i
The inertia tensor componentsSkL are transformed to the reference frame
_i (i = 1,2,3) by the following expressions
i i
i i i
#12 = 712 cos ei -713 sin 8i
i -i -i
$13 = #12 sin 8i + $13 cos %i
i -i 2 -i sin 2 8 + 7_3 sin 2 8.922 = #22 cos 8i - #23 i l
_23 ($22 7 3 ) ½ sin 2 8i + -i= - _23 cos 2 8i
i -i -i -i 2
_33 = $22 sin2 8i + #23 sin 2 8i + _33 cos 8i
i
where Sk_ are the components of the inertia tensor in the reference frame
defined by the unit vector _i (i = 1,2,3), fixed in the vehicle V.
Inertia tensor in dyadic form in this reference frame is simply
A.9
..@ ..@ • *
#J = @ill nlnl + _732 (ni_2 + _l ) + '_-3 (nl_3 + _nl )
A.lO
Substituting Equations A.5 and A.7 into A.2 we obtain the kinetic
energy in the wing and linkages
6
___j RV RV q2T = ½ Mi [IV10 + _'2 (zi + q3i ) - _ (si + q2i )-
J__J_
-- f • 2
+ rV20 R_ (zi + q3i) + si _ + q2i _




Note that the angular velocities R_ are evaluated from Equation A.5





R_ = R< for k = 2,3 and j = 7,8,9 A.13
1.3 Strain Energy
Strain energy stored in the deformed wing consists of the elastic
strain energy of the wing relative to the eighteen degrees of elastic
freedom, strain energy of the panel springs, and strain energy due to
elastic prepacking.






where Fi and Mi are the force and moment vectors acting at the mass point i,
ar_% and ¢i are the elastic displacement and elastic rotation vectors
of the mass point i, respectively. In order to evaluate Equation A.14, we
will relate the _i and to the elastic displacements qi and _i by means of
stiffness matrix kij. For that purpose, we define a displacement vector Qi
and a force vector, Pi related to %' _i and _i' % as indicated in
Tables A1 and A2, respectively.
A6
Table AI
qj, Bj RELATIONSHIP TO Qj
q2j QI Q4 Q7 QIO QI3 Q16
q3j Q2 Q5 Q8 Qll Ql_ QI7
¢2j Q3 Q6 Q9 Q12 Q15 Q18
Table A2
--b -@
Fj, Mj RELATIONSHIP TO Pj MASS POINT
F2j PI P_ P7 PIO P13 PI6
F3j P2 P5 P8 Pll Pl_ PIT
M2j P3 P6 P9 P12 PI5 PI8
Based on Table AI, the following identities are written"
q2j = Q3j-2 q3J = Q3j-I Q2j = Q3j
Using this new notation the elastic strain energy stored in structures
is found to be
18
Ue = ½ _ Qi Pi
i=l














kij Qi QJ A.18
Note that due to the rigid body deployment, the stiffness matrix coefficients
are functions of the angle e
kij = kij (8) (i,J = 1,18) A.19
Next we consider the strain energy stored in the spring. Assuming that there
are m springs per panel hinge, we compute the strain energy stored in springs,
Fig. A.2.
6
Usp = ½ _ m ki (8oi - 8i)2 A.20
i = 1
where 8oi is the angle between the panels when the springs are unstressed,
6i is the angle between the panels corresponding to the deployment position
_, and ki is the spring constant.
After the wing is folded, it is cinched in the launching position.
This introduces the elastic strain energy corresponding to the structural
prestressing associated with the cinching operation. For the purpose of
present analysis we assume that linear relationship exists between the
ch___e of the aD_le 8 and the applied cinching load. With this, the
prepack strain energy is evaluated from
Upr = ½ kp (ep - 6)2 A.21
where k is the spring constant of the structure, and
P P
the angle 8 during the cinching operation.
is the change of
A8
Fig. A.2 - Springs in Panel Hinge
A9
Total strain energy is found by adding the above three contributions and is
computed from the following equation
V=_
I_ 18 6
_ _ kij QiQJ + _ _= im (8oi"i=l j=l
B_)ki + ½ kp (ep- e)2
A.22
Note that in Equation A.22, kij and 8i are functions of the angle e.
l.A Generalized Forces
Generalized forces associated with Qi are zero.
elastic relative angular displacements compared to e, the friction forces
will contribute only to the generalized force G0. Similarly, the torque
on the torque shaft will contribute to the generalized force Ge.




where Yi is the friction torque at the Joint i and 88i is the virtual angular
displacement of the Joint i. Since
t
_8i 6e = 8. 68
88i = _e l
we have
I




Ge = - Yi 8i
i=l
A.2_
where I is the total number of friction Joints and Y. is the friction torque
i
at the Joint i.
AIO
Similarly, if the torque of the drive unit is given as a function
of the angular velocity _ of the torque shaft
the virtual work due to this torque is
It
= R (0)_i' (- 8 _ _)=- R (&)




we= - R (&)_ 8e
and
G_1 = - R (&)o' A.26
Total generalized force for the generalized coordinate e is
i
G8 = - YiSi - R (_) o'
i=l
A.27
1.5 Equation of Motion for the Generalized Coordinate e
Performing the differentiations indicated by Equation A.I on the
quantities T ._A V, ^_ _...............=._ we ....... the e_77_._r_ _1_+,_n of motion for the
generalized coordinate e:
All
6_M i {Ev2° R v ' s'.'_+ [-R.v- _I (zi + Q3i-i ) + si _ + Q3i-2 _ l _i (zi + q3i ) +
i=l
- _3i_l)s" ' "" ' _ (siR v , _+ + &2+ s."_+ si + [V3o+ ++ _20 _I (Zl i l Q3i-2 ]
+ + zi 8 + + zI (si + q2i ) +
3 9
+ R (si 8 + Q3i-2 ) + zl z =
6
' RV ' RV s' 8+R_ (% + Q3i_2)? (Rj z±- % %)+ [V2o- __ (zi + Q3±_l)+ i
" R V • _ '+_3_.-2_(- _ _'_.+°__)+rV_o+ _ (s.,+%i-2)+zi _'+_3_.-_7(_.,. _.
3 3 9
18 18 6
+ ½ _i j=_ kij,8 QiQJ - i_l m (Boi " Bi) ki Bi,8 - kp (Sp " e)I = =
= Y± _i" _ (&)_'
i=l
A.28
In Equation A,I28, primes over the quantities denote partial
differentiation with respect to the angle e. Similarly, a subscript
following a comma at a quantity indicates partial derivative of this
quantity with respect to the variable following the comma. A dot over a
quantity indicates the time derivative of that quantity. Other quantities




($J2),e = [(_3 - _12 ) sin2 ej - 2 _13 cos 2 ej_ e'.j
f
($13),8 = [(_J2-_3 ) cos 2 @j - 2 #J23 sin2 ej] ej = (_3°2),@




_'_,e= _,e = o (J = 1,6)






_2,8 = u)3 8 = 0
R4 TT •
,B-- -_ 8






_ = R.V =
(j = 1,6) A.31
_)'= _ s(R a_ + _1 _








tR,,J_ _ R J
_k j - 'k




R 8) . = '
__,e "_







R 8 . " "
_.,e)'=-'r e
(R91_)" ,,.W =-_ e
(R_,_).=0
(J = 7, 8, 9; k = 2, 3)
(J = I, 6)
(J - k, 9; k- 2, 3)
A.35
A.36
1.6 Equations of Motion for the Generalized Coordinates Qn
Performing the differentiations indicated by Equation A.1 we
obtain the following equations of motion for the generalized coordinates
Qn
6





+ Q3i-2 ) + i _2 +
"e+_3 n - k_l _ kJ2)" _ Jk _ n
zi i_l] 83i-1] + [(_ R + _ 2 (R)'_7 V63 j _
-- J=l
6
R V R V R V 83i-iMi [FVI0 + _2 (zi + Q3i-i ) - _3 (si + Q3i -2)_ ( u12 n
i=l
R_ 83i-2) + iv20 R V , R V 63i-i) +n - _l (zi + Q3i-i ) + si _ + _3 i-2_ (- Wl n -
18
[V30 + R_ ' _ =(si + Q3i_2) + zi _ + _3i_lJ- (RV 63i-2)]n- + k.lnQi 0
i=l
AI5
(n = i, 18) A.37
In Equation A.37 6j denotes the Kronecker delta which is equal to unity
i
if i = J and zero if i # J. All other quantities have been defined
previously.
Equations A.28 and A. 37 define the problem of the deployment
dynamics of the wing. There are nineteen equations in terms of eighteen
generalized coordinates corresponding to the elastic degrees of freedom,
Table A1, and one equation corresponding to the rigid body deployment
angle e.
2. TRANSFORMATION OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION
Equations A.28 and A.37 form a system of nineteen coupled, second
order, non-linear, ordinary differential equations. Dependent variables are
e and Qi (i = l, 19). If no further simplifications are introduced, the
solution of this system is on/y possible by numerical methods. Accordingly
we will transform this system into a form convenient for the numerical
integration by use of the Runge-Kutta-Gill I direct integration method.
For that purpose, we collect the terms containing the second
derivatives of the dependent variables on the left hand side of the
equations. This results in the following system of non-linear coupled,
second order, differential equations.
_a ton,ls A., and Wilf, H. S., Mathemat!ca_ Methods for DiKital Computers,
J. Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1960.
A16
6[Mi [([3i-2 + si Q'I9) 83i-2 + zi n #i' n (_3i-i+ '_9) _3i-i]+ [22_3i+
i=l
6
i i " __'_ - '
t!
@2 83i-2 + v RV '[R__ + ) + + (si + +si QI9 ] n (si Q3i-2 V30 _i QI9 Q3i-2 )
6 3 6
F F +zi QI9 n - n ]_
J =lk=l i=l
R V R V _3i-i _ V _3_-2)+ IV20R V (zi + Q3i_l)- w3 (si+ Q3i_2)] ( _2 n - _3 n
' RV
RJ (zi + Q3i_l) + Sl QI9 + Q3i-2 ] (_R_ 83i-i)n- + IV30 + ml (si + Q3i-2 ) +
18
zi QI9 + _3i-i ] (R_ 83i-2)]n_ - k.ln Qi (n = i, 18) A'38
6 C6
F "" ' ___'_ i_i +
i = 1 [Mi (si Q3i-2 + zi _3i-i ) + '12 _i, L_" = 1 M. (s
9 6
_ __ (zi + Q3i_l ) -
'_RV ' V '
R_ (% + Q3i-2)](_v zi % %) + [V2o_ R_ (zi + Q3i_1)+ s._Q19+
R V ' R_ _._3__2] R v , rv30+ _ (_i - Q_9 Q3_-_] s(- ml zi) + + Q3i 2) + zi + +
[ R_ +
- (zi Q3i-i ) + V20 " t tt _. 11Rj (z_Q]-9+ _i-_ ) + _i_ 9.](- si)+





_j "RJ R Rj+ 2 # 1 Wl,8 - ½ kij,8 QiQj +
_=i i=lJ=l
I
' ,m (8oi - 8i) ki Bi, B + kp (Bp - QI9 ) - Y.l 8i - R (_) _ A.39
i=l
where for the sake of the uniformity the notation
QI9 = 8 A._0
was introduced.
Equations A.38 and A.39 can be written in the following form:
@@
Aij Qj = Fi (i, J = i, 19) A.&I
where Aij and Fi can be found by comparing Equations A.AI to Equations A.38
and A.39. Prior to the evaluation of Aij and Fi we introduce additional
information which will reduce the coupling of Equations A._l considerably.
This additional information consists in the recognition of the fact that
the six panels of the wing are symmetric with respect to the reference frame
fixed in panel with the axes parallel to the tu-_t ...._^-o _J (_ = l, 2
j = l, 6). This results in
kL = 0 for k# _ at! j = !, 6
and, in virtue of Equation A.9, also
_]J2= # = 0 (J = I, 6) A.L2
Substituting Equation A._2 into Equations A.38 and A.39, we note that the
coupling in Equation A.38 exists only through QI9 for the elastic displacement
AI8
degrees of freedom, Q3i-l' Q3i-2' and that there is no coupling at all
for the elastic twisting of the wing, Q3i" Accordingly, the problem reduces
to solving thirteen coupled and six uncoupled differential equations.
Introducing new symbols for the dependent variables






YI3 = QI9 (i - i, 6) A.13
Y39 = time
the final system of the differential equations can be solved for the highest
derivatives of the dependent variables and written in the following form,
convenient for ....un_ numerical in+vegration.
Yi = Fi - Bi C (i = I, 12)
_13=c
_j --;j (j --l_, 19)
_19 = _k (k= i,19)
Y39 = 1 A._
A19
where
C = 13 - Fi A A13 - Bi A
i=l
A.15
and the other quantities are defined by the following equations.
t t
B2i_l = si B2i - zi
t t
A2i_I=M i si A2i=M i zi (i = i, 6)
6 9
FI i_ 1 i KiR i •
A.16
RV RV
Vli = VI0 + w2 (zi + Q3i_l ) - _ (si + Q3i_2 )
_v ,_ +d
V2i =V20 - ml (zi + Q3i-I ) + si 19 3i-2
V3 i V3 0 + R_= (si + Q3i-2 ) + zi QI9 + Q3i-i
RV '
v_i _2o _1(A Q19+ Q3i-1) R_ s".2= - - (zi + Q3i-1 ) + i Q19
V3 R V ' _3i_2) " "2V5i = 0 + Wl (si _19 + + R._ (si + Q3i_2) + zi QI9
F2i-i = - Vi i + V1 i (_R_) + V3 i
_ RV













RV i(- _i ) - _i kj,3i_l Qj
j=l
18 3
ER_ + _,3iQk+ Yk2_k
k=l k-i
A20
(i = 1,6) A.A8
6F13 _ Mi [Vli R V ' R V '= ( _2 zi" _3 si) +v2i
i="_i
9







- Yi Si-R (&)e,
i=l
RV ' RV '
(- wI zi) + V3i wI si
w_
Rj.
m (8oi - 8i) ki 8i, e + kp (Sp - Q19 )
A.&9
3. EVALUATION OF RIGID BODY DEPLOYMENT INERTIA FORCE AND INERTIA TORQUE
If the elastic degrees of freedom are neglected, rigid body
deployment motion of the wing results. To obtain some information of the
loading on the structure for this condition, the inertia forces and inertia
torque will be evaluated for the panels and linkages.
..@
Differentiating the velocity vi, Equation A.&, with respect to
time in reference frame R, we obtain the acceleration
R V R V z' _ R.V R V s' R V R Vd--V_= (Vlo+ _2_'i+ _2 i - % i -W2oi _i- % si e+ W3oi _2 _3)
" ' .. - _'. V (R4 _,'R.V R V e + i wloi "3oi_E2+ rV2o- _lzi- % zi + s[_2 s'"_+ -% - + j_) _
RV s' 8+ + z. e + (R '+ [V3o+ R ei+ wl _ i • -Wloi ®3 + o._)W30i_-




Wl0i =VI0+ _12zi - m3si
RV
W20i = V20- _i zi + si _
• _ t •W30i =V30+ R si+ zi 8 (i = i, 6) A.51
Inertia force follows
' RV RV ' " RV
R V + R V zi 8- _; s. - 8+ _2Fi =- Mi {(VI0 + _2 zi • ®3 si W30i -
r._20R --. R.V R V ' s" _2+ s. "e+W20i ) n2 + - Wl zi - _l zi _ + i l
RV RV ' -"
Wlo i W3 - ( wI + e.l _) w30i] n2 + [v30 + R._ s.l+ R_IV si' ; +
z"_2+_[_. Rv Rv ,_ W3o__½i l - Wl0i _2 + ( ml + ej
(i = i, 6) A.52
Inertia couple is evaluated from
3 3
_i=_ #k4 ( _k n4 + x_) A.53
Ri.
where _k is the angular acceleration of the element i in the reference
frame R
R-.i ,R.V " ' _ R.V -' R.V -"e = _ _l+ eJ _2+ e" _)3 + _2 n2 + _3 5 A.54
Substituting Equation A.S& into Equation A.53 we obtain the
inertia torque
A22
3=_ _, R i R_RV i R iR V k
R V i R i _+ _i ) _ #k3] n2
+ [-_kl "_ _2 +(R _i)R i i R kl-
&. RIGID BODY DEPLOYMENT KIN]_gLTICS
A.55
In order to perform the integration of Equation A.i&, the
quantities depending on e determined by the kinematics of the ring mechanism
will be evaluated as outlined below.
Expression for the angle _ is determined from Figure A.3
( -)Isin_- - BI+ _ AIC 1 (2AI)
cos _ = + _i - sin 2 _ A.56
where
2 (d2 + 4 " 2 aI d sin e)A1 = & b1
= 2 _2) _ 2 aI d sin 8_B1 & aI bI cos e [(d2 + a2 + bI -
= 2_ 2)2 2 L2) aI d sin eci (d2+a_2+bl _i -4 (d2+a2]+bI-
_2 ta sin e_2+ _ d2 sir2 e - i i _ - al "
In the second of Equations A.56 plus sign is used for e _ 8", where
8*=arc sin[(-b+ _ - &ac)/(2a_
A:57
and
A = (d2 + 4+ bI - aI)
2
a = d2 + bI
b=-2Ad
c =A 2 -b 2
A.58
A23
If e> e* minus sign in Equation A.562 is used.
From Figure A.3 we obtain also the angle I.
cos _=+_Vi-sin 2 A.59
where
A2- _ a22 (b2 + d2 + 2 b2 d cos_)
2_ 2B2 - _ a2 b2 sin_ [(d2 + a2 + b _ ) + 2 b2 d cos _q
C2 (d2 + a2 + b2 (a2 + + b2 _ ) d b2 cos
+_d 2 2 2 2b2 cos _ - _ a2 (d + b2 cos _)2
In the second of Equations A.59 the plus sign is used for _ m _ , where







c = T2 - d2
T = _ + a2 + "2 - "_2'/_~ _2' A, 62
From Figure A.3 we find
si = 2 (7 - i) _i cos (61 - y) cos
zi = 2 (7 - i) _i cos (61 - y) sin A.6.3
where
-- arc tan K(_1 sin (e+ y) + 02 cos (T + T*))/(_ 1
c2 sin (T + T*))]
A2&
cos (e + ,,,,)+
_I " Cl/C°S Y
61 - w/2 + _ - 8
@
82=N- (T+ T + _) A.6_
From Figure A.A
K--- 61-_+ 9o
e2 = e4 = e6 = 81 +
8l= 83 = e5 = 3N/2 + e
si=_- 2 (_i- _) (i = i, 6) A.65
Partial derivatives with respect to 8 are found from the following equations
I
a 1 (D2D'I - D2D _
if, = bl D2 b 1 D2
where
DI = cos e (d - bI cos 5) + sin 8 bI sin
D2 = sin_ (d - aI sin 8) + cos _ aI cos 8
!
Dl= b l_' (cos 8 sin_ + sin 8 cos _) - (d - b1
T
O2 = _' [ (d - _ sin 8) cos _ -








cos 8 sin_7- aI
b2 _' z2z I - ZlZ 2
a2 z22
sin e + bI
sin G cos 8 -








Fig. A./_ - Bar Orientation
/_26
where:
zI-- sin_ (d - a2 cos T) + cos _ a2 sin
z2 -- sin T (d+ b2 cos _) - cos • b2 sin
z_ = cos _ (d - a2 cos _) _' + _' sin_ a2 sin
+ T' a2 cos • cos _ - _' a2 sin • sin
z_ = T, cos T (d + b2 cos _) - _' b2 sin T sin
+ _' b2 sin T sin_ -_' b2 cos T cos A.69
A.70
where
Sl= _l sin (8 + ?) + c2 cos (T + T*)
s2 = _l cos (8 + V) + c2 sin (T + m*)
s_ = _l cos (e + V) - 02 _' sin (_ + T*)
s_ =- _l sin (8 + V) + 02 _' cos (T + T*)
v = [i+ (sl/s2)2 -I
t 2
= (s2 sI - sI s2)/s 2
V' - - 2 V2w Sl/S2
'2
s_ = - _. sin (8 + ¥) - c_ cos (T + T*) T - co sin (_ + m*) T-
s_ = - _l cos (8 + ¥) - c2 sin (T + T*) '2 + c2 cos (_ + m*) _,,
t t ! t
s5 = s2 s3 + s2 sI - (sI s_+ s2 sl)
2 t _ t '






, = - _) cos _ _i + cos (61 _) sln_'
'i -2 (7-I) _i [,in(_l , , ._)
, .. . _) Cos _ sin (5l- Y) sin _ _I
z± 2 (7 -i) [_' cos (_i " _i , ,
t2 - 2 _i sin (61
zi 2 (7-i) [- (,2+ 61 ) cos (_i _) ,In_ el
,, 81 sin - 7) sin _ _l





@2 = @& = e6
81 = @3 = 85
=i
t! tt tt
el _. e3 = e5 = 0
t






5. MODIFICATIONS TO THE MATHEMATICAL
MCDEL FOR WING DEPLOYMENT TEST
Basic test set up is shown in Fig. A.5. Panels 1,3, and 5
are suspended from a test fixture by means of hangers, capable of
pivoting about their center collars. The collar in turn can move
in the +__q direction along the trolley. The latter in turn moves along
.=_
a track in the direction of +_ n2. The resultant effects of this test
arrangement on the mathematical model can be summarized as follows:
a) Zero "g" condition is simulated
•b) Motion is restricted to _2' n3 plane.
c) Effective mass of the panels 1,3 and 5 is increased
d) Friction is introduced in the structural joints and
auxiliary equipment.
The mass and inertia of panels 2,_,6 remain unchanged.
panels 1,3,5 changes as follows:
a)
The masses of
Increase of mass by the weight of the hanger and the pivot
collar, _, for all motions.
b) Increase of mass by the effective weight of the counterbalance
_, and the weight of the trolley, Mt, for the motion in
+_ 52 direction only.
C) The inertia moment _l is increased by the inertia of the
hanger. Note that this is an idealization, since the
adjustable rods, Fig. A.5, do not actually form a rigid body.
According to the presently available information, only the
1 _ ,16-sec 2/in_
Mb= .O _ j
_- .00939 (16-see 2/in)
2
_ .00582 (16-see /in)







t ",i ._ <l



























Friction of the wing suspension system has been determined
experimentally on a fully balanced configuration. After closing the
wing panels against the center structure, Fig. A.5, the trolley attached
to the first panel was pulled by meansof a temporary line and pulley
arrangement with a iO lb. spring scale. The friction in the entire
wing structure was then recorded at different distances x, Fig. A.5.











Changes to the mathematical model due to this friction will appear
only as an additional generalized force associated with the generalized
coordinates Q1 and e.
Virtual work due to this friction, referred to the motion of the mass
point 1 is
w=-f _(sl+Q1 ) A.75
since
o_sI _ _lj _ sl,e _ T _i
W =-f Sl, 8 _8 - f 8QI
and the generalized forces to be added are
,,,




Total generalized force for the generalized coordinate e is
I
! ! Y T
G8 = - Yi Si - R (_) _ - fs1
and for the generalized coordinate Q1
aQ1 - f
Eq. A.77 modifies the right hand side of the Eq. A.39, Eq. A.78
replaces the zero right side of Eq. A.37 with -f. Similarly the
expression, Eq. A.&8,for F1 is changed to
T
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PLOTTED RESULTS OF DEPLOYMeNt DYNAMICS
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